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“Michael is brilliant in trials, gives excellent written advice, is very
approachable and willing to help.” The Legal 500 2023
Michael practises across the full range of chambers’ civil liability and commercial work with a particular
interest in cases where fraud is alleged or suspected.

He undertakes work in insurance fraud, personal injury, clinical negligence, commercial and financial
services, sports law, costs, and regulatory and disciplinary matters. He represents claimants and
defendants in trials, joint settlement meetings (JSMs) and all interim hearings. He has a substantial
paperwork practice.

He regularly acts as sole counsel in significant brain and spinal cord injury cases with a value pleaded in
excess of £1m, as well as being led in higher value cases.

He has substantial experience of working as part of a larger team on high-profile and sensitive
investigations, particularly involving financial institutions, and is currently instructed in a complex banking
investigation.

Michael graduated with first class honours in Law, and the prize for the top student pursuing a career at the
Bar. He was previously employed by a leading city boutique law firm in the business crime and commercial
litigation departments. He also spent time working on policy development for a human rights non-
governmental organisation (NGO), campaigning for fairer justice systems.

Areas of expertise
Clinical Negligence

Personal Injury

-- Employers' Liability

-- Insurance Fraud

-- Occupiers' Liability

-- Property Damage

-- Public Liability

-- Road Traffic

-- Sport Injury and Negligence
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Michael appears in the County Court, High Court and Court of Appeal, dealing with all aspects of employer’s
liability matters.

He has extensive experience across the full range complex and catastrophic injury work, including serious
brain and spinal cord injuries, as well as complex regional pain syndrome, often with life altering
consequences. He is regularly asked to advise on tactics and expert evidence in conference and writing. He
is particularly sought after for cases involving allegations of fraud and fundamental dishonesty as well as
cases involving complex medical evidence.

Much of his work is pleaded in excess of £1m.

Cases of note

“Michael is brilliant in trials, gives excellent written advice, is very approachable and willing to help.” The
Legal 500 2023

Education

Banking and Financial Services

Commercial Contracts

Costs Litigation

Data Protection

Misuse of Private Information

Regulatory and Disciplinary

-- Employers' Liability

L v KFF - Acting as sole counsel for the successful defendant in two-day multitrack trial, having
advised from the outset. The claim was dismissed following robust cross examination of the
claimant. The defendant rightly rejected multiple Part 36 offers at a significantly reduced value.

K v D - Acting for the defendant in a liability admitted quantum matter. The claimant valued the
claim in excess of £100,000. The matter settled shortly after service of detailed counter schedule for
just £36,000.

G v (1) SRM LTD (2) - Successful defence of an accident alleged to have taken place on a building
site during the course of the employment, whilst under the joint control of a principle and sub-
contractor.

F v M - Acting for the defendant at joint settlement meeting. Substantial six figure claimed settled
for less than half the pleaded value shortly before trial.

Recommendations

Memberships

Personal Injuries Bar Association (PIBA)

Association of Regulatory & Disciplinary Lawyers (ARDL)

LawInSport

Qualifications

2013: BPTC, Kaplan Law School – Very Competent

2012: LLB Law, University of Exeter – First Class Honours
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Scholarships and Prizes
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Advocacy Scholarship, Kaplan Law School

Winner, Inner Temple Intervarsity Moot Competition

Paul Heim Prize for top finalist going to the Bar, University of Exeter

Dean’s Commendation for finals results, University of Exeter
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